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Nicke_AGM:
<><><><><><><><><><><><><>RESUME MISSION<><><><><><><><><><><><

CEO_Torbi:
::in CEO

CO_Ktarn:
::in redy room waiting to here form starfleet int::

CTO_Spenc:
::August is in the Capt's RR, a slight frown upon her face and she is rubbing her right temple with her finger tips::

CEO_Torbi:
's office going over Ensign Madred's bio::

EO_Madred:
::walking in to Engineering looking for CEO::

CSO_Grant:
::sets up channel to starfleet intelligence as per CO 's instructions::

CNSTelico:
::in ready room::

CMO_Maza:
@::in the woods a few kilometers away from the birdwatching station::

Tac_Nash:
::sits at tactical station::

MO_Revvik:
@::struggles to get out of animal trap::

FCO_Kem:
:: slowly moving toward signal, looks over shoulder at Lynam ::

EO_Madred:
::decides to try the CEO's office::

OPS_Lynam:
%::On planet near distress origin::

CSO_Grant:
*co*: com channel is set up for you now to SFI

CMO_Maza:
@leader alpha team 6: divide your team into groups of 2....

CTO_Spenc:
:her thoughts are ones of confusement, wishing that it was over for the Lt. she is also struggling with the fact that she feels her own loyalties are being tested::

CO_Ktarn:
*grant*:every well

CMO_Maza:
@leader: one of you come with me, and another one should go to aid Revvik

EO_Madred:
::walks up to CEO's office door and presses the "buzzer"::

CO_Ktarn:
::place the image on screen so the other two can watch::

Buck:
CO: Captain K'tarn, nice to see you again.  I see you have gathered everyone.

CSO_Grant:
*CO*: I could still moniter jerubravo and could better moniter jerualpha if i could move ship to a different orbit

CEO_Torbi:
::finishes going over the bio and looks up at the chime::  Enter...

FCO_Kem:
%Lynam:  are you getting anything on the tricorder?

CO_Ktarn:
com:

CTO_Spenc:
::listens to buck::

CMO_Maza:
@::the alpha team splits up into pairs and follows the DNA residue trail

CMO_Maza:
@*MO* are you alright?

EO_Madred:
::walks in through door:: CEO: Ensign Madred reporting for duty sir ...::hands CEO PADD with orders on it::

CO_Ktarn:
::motions to telcio to speak::

MO_Revvik:
@*CMO* for now I'm ok

CSO_Grant:
FO: prepare a course to alter orbit to better moniter both jerus

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the dna residue trails are faint

CTO_Spenc:
::she looks at The Captain and Lt. Telico, wishing that both men could be right,and knowing that only one will be.......... she looks at Telico::

CSO_Grant:
<FO>: course plotted sir

OPS_Lynam:
&FCO: Nothing yet sir, I'm still scanning.

CMO_Maza:
@*MO* I've sent someone to come help you...wait right there

FCO_Kem:
:: continues, now 30 meters from signal ::

CNSTelico:
Buck: ::stands up to speak::Buck, the truth has come out.  You need to clear things up with K'tarn here.::points::

CSO_Grant:
*CO*: request permission to alter orbit now

OPS_Lynam:
%::Follows FCO::

CEO_Torbi:
::stands and offers his hand::  Welcome aboard Ensign..

FCO_Kem:
%OPS:  I'm picking up some odd signal resonance, let's move but be careful.

CO_Ktarn:
:::notices that spencer is making puppy dog eyes at telico::

EO_Madred:
::stands at ease and takes the Chiefs hand:: CEO: Thank your sir.

Buck:
Telico: ::nods:: understood.  ::Looks at K'tarn::

CSO_Grant:
com: *jerualpha*: let the bridge know if you need assistance

MO_Revvik:
@::the security team arrives at the trap to help Revvik::

CEO_Torbi:
::looks down at his terminal as it beeps, then sighs::  EO:  Ever prepped a shuttle before?  Ant I don't mean in those Academy simulations either...  ::smiles::

CTO_Spenc:
::restless waitting for the answer::

OPS_Lynam:
%FCO: Yes sir. ::Moves cautiously with tri-corder and phaser ready::

Buck:
K'tarn:  If you have reached this point, I'll assume that the fireworks are over and Telico has told you of his mission.

CMO_Maza:
@<jerualpha leader> CSO: acknowledged

FCO_Kem:
%:: draws phaser and holds at ready, continuing 20 meters :: *CSO* We're 20 meters from signal origin, visiblity is low, we're moving in.

CTO_Spenc:
:;sighs silently::

EO_Madred:
CEO: Had a friend of the Jenolan run while I was at the Academy  Sir ... I have loaded a few shuttles.

MO_Revvik:
@::The security team can't get near the trap because of some sort of thick underbrush::

CMO_Maza:
@::Maza and the alpha team member continue following the DNA trail::

Buck:
K'tarn:  ::gives a sidelong glance at Spencer::Everything you have been told is true.

OPS_Lynam:
%FCO: Nothing solid on tri-corder sir.

CO_Ktarn:
:looks at telcio::com:buck: mission what mission. all i know is that it seems lt telico is a triator.  infact you provde the evidance to that.  and know he claims to be working for you testing me

CEO_Torbi:
::nods::  EO:  Good..  then you can join me in SB 1..  the Captain wants 2 additional shuttles prepped and ready in case they are needed..  ::grabs his kit from the desk and walks out::

MO_Revvik:
@::he watches as the security team circles the trap::

CTO_Spenc:
::rubs her hand at her sides, it is a most uncomftorable situation::

EO_Madred:
CEO: Aye sir ...... ::follows CEO out, grabs a engineering kit on his way through Engineering::

FCO_Kem:
%OPS:  Moves 5 meters to my side.  Then we move in.  If anything happens check your targets before firing.  There may be good guys here.  Let's move.

Buck:
K'tarn:  The information I gave you on Telico was false to promote the kind of atmosphere. ::nods again:: I understand your position, Captain, but hear me out.

CSO_Grant:
FO: engage thrusters , move us to new orbit

CSO_Grant:
<FO>: yes sir

CMO_Maza:
@::she and the security officer follow the trail...scanning for survivors::

CSO_Grant:
<FO>: new orbit is achieved, sir

OPS_Lynam:
%FCO: Aye sir. ::Takes position and advances carefully::

CTO_Spenc:
Looks at the Captain and feels.... bad for him, he was so sure::

CEO_Torbi:
::enters the TB with the Ensign in tow::

CO_Ktarn:
::wonders what his old room mate from the acdmey is up to::

Buck:
K'tarn: Telico has been testing you to ensure your loyalty.  I personnally had no doubt, but others here at SFI did not share my views.

FCO_Kem:
:: briefly wonders if Maza is well, continues to move toward signal source ::

CSO_Grant:
TAC_nash: prepare the phasers in case we need them to support Jerualpha at the south pole

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION:  Maza picks up a strange reading from one of the nearby caves

Tac_Nash:
cso:aye sir

CMO_Maza:
@::Maza's tricorder picks up a strange reading from one of the nearby caves::

CO_Ktarn:
com:buck:for what? or do you at SFI alwasy test captain loyalties

Buck:
K'tarn:  We have infiltrated several ships in your area and have come to the decision that Delphyne is most suited for the upcoming task.

OPS_Lynam:
%OPS::Advances carefully, still scanning::

MO_Revvik:
@::the  rescue party finds a hole in the foliage::

CTO_Spenc:
::nods her head in interest at whatt buck is saying::

CMO_Maza:
@::shows the readings to the security officer and indicates that they should go that way::

FCO_Kem:
%:: approached signal source area... 5 meters and closing ::

CSO_Grant:
COM:jeruapha: I have ship phasers on standby in case you need them

Buck:
::holds hand up to stop K'tarn::I said to hear me out.

MO_Revvik:
@::they reach in and pull him out::

CMO_Maza:
@::both of them go toward the source of the reading::

EO_Madred:
::glances at CEO hoping he is making a good impression::

Tac_Nash:
cso:phasers ready

CEO_Torbi:
::exits the TB and enters SB 1 shortly afterward::  EO:  You can take the Samson..  ::points to it::

MO_Revvik:
@::dust off his uniform:: ST: thanks

CMO_Maza:
@*MO* I've detected some strange readings from one of the nearby caves

CEO_Torbi:
::heads off towards the other shuttle to begin prepping it::

EO_Madred:
CEo: Yes sir  ::moves off towards the Sampson::

CSO_Grant:
TAC_NASH: consider this danger close fire mission

MO_Revvik:
@*CMO* acknoledged, do you need assistance?

CMO_Maza:
@*MO* Keep a fix on my location...If I need your assistance, I'll keep you posted

Tac_Nash:
cso:come agian

EO_Madred:
::walks up to shuttle hatch to open her up and start prepping her::

Buck:
K'tarn: We have uncovered the location of the very last cell of the Storm rebellion.  It coordinates will be sent by coded channel to Telico himself.  He will relay them to you.

FCO_Kem:
:: at scene, continues scanning.  Sees nothing ::

CO_Ktarn:
::waits for buck to finish::

CTO_Spenc:
::relief spreads through August as everything being said is comming together::

MO_Revvik:
@::waves tricorder around to pinpoint the CMO's location::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: K'mets team also picks up a strong energy reading near them

CO_Ktarn:
com:buck: they storm!  I thought they had all been captured

CEO_Torbi:
::encounters an error in the drive shaft of the shuttle and starts to repair it::

CMO_Maza:
@*Delphyne* I've detected some strange readings from one of the nearby caves.  I'm moving in to investigate.

OPS_Lynam:
%OPS::At scene, scanning area.::

CTO_Spenc:
::starts thinking of what the upcoming mission might be::

Buck:
K'tarn:  We believe that the instigator of this rebellion still lives and is attepting to organize them once more.  Starfleet will not tolerate this.

EO_Madred:
::walks up to FCO console of shuttle and starts a diagnostic::

CSO_Grant:
::reads in new data from sensors now that ship is in position to moniter both away teams better::

FCO_Kem:
%:: feels dizzy briefly, continues scanning :: OPS:  There's something strange going on here.  Think there may be something buried here?

CO_Ktarn:
com:buck:and you want us to what? capture them, kill them?

CTO_Spenc:
::looks at Telico as he is standing there with out any exspression::

Buck:
K'tarn: ::smiles wryly with pleasure:: This will also be a little payback for Griffon and the other ships lost to them.

CO_Ktarn:
::would rather do the later::

MO_Revvik:
@::motions to ST to follow::

CSO_Grant:
COM: jerubravo: acknowledged , keep us informed

CMO_Maza:
@::Maza and the other officer reach the cave's entrance::

CEO_Torbi:
::manages to fix the error and runs a level 3 diagnostic on the shuttle::

EO_Madred:
::sets his engineering kit on the floor of the shuttle and turns his attention to making sure the shuttle is stocked::

CMO_Maza:
@::Maza scans the cave again::

CO_Ktarn:
::looks at his statue of the griffon held in his palm on his deck:::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: Maza suddenly picks up what appears to be life signs....

OPS_Lynam:
%FCO: I don't know sir, I haven't picked anything up yet.  Are you alright?

MO_Revvik:
@::Revvik and the ST follow the faint DNA residue::

Buck:
K'tarn: well, officially, capturing them would be ideal so they can stand trial, but if a few weapons go astray, who can help it?

CMO_Maza:
@officer: It looks like there are some life signs a few meters inside the cave

CSO_Grant:
COM: jerualpha: I am reading strong energy output near or possibly beneath your position , do you require additional resources ?

CMO_Maza:
@::Maza and the officer enter the cave::

CEO_Torbi:
::finishes the diagnostic and notes everything is running perfectly..  picks up his padd and gets the access code for the weapons locker, opens it, and quickly checks to make it sure it is fully stocked::

Buck:
K'tarn:  Do we understand each other?

CO_Ktarn:
::Grins::com:buck:understood

FCO_Kem:
%OPS:  Yes.  I am fine.  Start digging.  Let's see if we hit anything besides rock.  There's a strong energy reading here.  And no structures.

EO_Madred:
::med kits, check; phaser rifles, check;  cold weather gear, check::

CMO_Maza:
@*MO*I've detected some lifesigns here.  I need your assistance.

CNSTelico:
::sits back down with a look of utter satisfaction::

OPS_Lynam:
%::Looks at obviously broken tri-corder and puts it away::

MO_Revvik:
@*CMO* acknowlegded, on my way.

CMO_Maza:
@::continues following her tricorder readings inside the cave::

CTO_Spenc:
::sees The Lt. is pleased::

CEO_Torbi:
::completes the checklist, gathers all his equipment back into his kit, and exits the shuttle, sealing it behind him::

Buck:
K'tarn:  Then i will expect the two of you to apologize to each other and move on with your lives.

FCO_Kem:
%COM: CSO:  We've got a strong energy reading here, and no structures.  We're going to dig a little, can the ships sensors pick out anything?

EO_Madred:
::notes the diagnostic has finished its cycle and moves to the FCO console on the shuttle to check out the results::

CSO_Grant:
*CO*: jeru alpha has reached co-ordinates of transmitter but it might be buried under ice and rock beneath them

CO_Ktarn:
com:buck: but will they not run if they see the delphyne comming?

MO_Revvik:
@ST: you heard her lets go.

CEO_Torbi:
EO:  Finished yet Ensign?

OPS_Lynam:
%FCO: My tri-corder doesn't pick up the energy source, we could be in a "hot" zone.

CMO_Maza:
@::the cave is dark.  She pulls out her palm light::

EO_Madred:
CEO: Getting the final results of the diagnostic now sir .... she looks good.

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: a few bats fly out at maza and her group

MO_Revvik:
@::Revvik and the ST jog to the CMO's possition::

CMO_Maza:
@::Maza ducks a bit::

CSO_Grant:
COM: jerualpha: I read the energy output also

FCO_Kem:
%OPS:  Okay, stand by, let's see if the Del has anything.  Til then, it won't hurt to move a little rock and ice.

Buck:
K'tarn:  We won't have a problem with that.  Mr. Telico will fill you in on the details.

CTO_Spenc:
::looks from one man to the other, hoping for the best::

CEO_Torbi:
EO:  That's always a good thing..  ::takes his engineering tricoder out and quickly double checks the Ensign::

CO_Ktarn:
Com:buck:understood

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: energy readings begin fluctuating near K'met and lynam

CMO_Maza:
@::wonders what the survivors have used for food::

CO_Ktarn:
::Close the com channel::

EO_Madred:
::steps out of shuttle and stretches his frame::

CO_Ktarn:
::And turns to telico::

OPS_Lynam:
%FCO: Gee sir, and I joined Starfleet to get out of digging ditches.

FCO_Kem:
%COM:CSO:  This is getting weird.  Can you make anything out.  These signals... <static>

CSO_Grant:
com:jerualpha: if we fired phasers from ship at light setting would that speed up the process?

CEO_Torbi:
EO:  Done?

CNSTelico:
::stands up::K'tarn: no hard feelings, eh?

CMO_Maza:
@::they make a few turns, following the signal::

CNSTelico:
::extends hand::

FCO_Kem:
%OPS:  :: hard look:: this is not funny.

EO_Madred:
::notes the CEO double checking his work, no wonder he is the CEO::  CEO: Aye sir

MO_Revvik:
@::The team lead by Revvik stop at the entrance to the cave::

CO_Ktarn:
lt: seems that I had you mark wrong.  i am sorry  i accusd you of destroying the griffon and killing captain bradley

OPS_Lynam:
%FCO: No sir, sorry. ::Stifles smile::

CMO_Maza:
@::the signal is getting stronger:

CO_Ktarn:
::Takes telcio hand very very firmly and shakes it::

CSO_Grant:
Tac_Nash: adjust phasers to burn a hole in ice at jeruapha's position

CTO_Spenc:
::feels very much out of place::

Tac_Nash:
cso:aye sir

MO_Revvik:
@CMO:  CMO? We made it.

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: as maza and the team enter further into the cave they find what looks like coffins

Tac_Nash:
cso:done sir

FCO_Kem:
%:: smiles behind OPS's back, starts digging ::

CEO_Torbi:
EO:  Excellent..  ::puts the eng. tricorder back into his kit::  The Captain reported that the data transfer relays in his chair are slow..  take a couple engineer's up to the bridge and see about fixing it..  ::pauses::  and good work on that shuttle..

CNSTelico:
::shakes his hand::

OPS_Lynam:
%::Starts chipping away at the hard ground::

CEO_Torbi:
::starts to walk out, the stops and turns around::  EO:  I'll be in ME if you need me..  ::exits the SB for the TB::

EO_Madred:
CEO: Right away sir.  Thank you. ::picks his engineering kit off the floor of the shuttle::

CSO_Grant:
COM:jerualpha: back away 20 meters north of your position we are going to burn a hole into the ice

CMO_Maza:
@*MO*I'm in one of the cavern rooms here.  It seems there are some coffins here.  Reach my position asap.

FCO_Kem:
%:: sets phaser for high output, wide band, aims at the ground.  Fires ::

EO_Madred:
CEO: Understood sir

CMO_Maza:
@::scans the coffins, thinking that this is odd in a deserted planet::

CO_Ktarn:
telico: lets check on the crew then you can brief me on our new mission

CNSTelico:
K'tarn:  I suggest you pay some attention to the mission at hand.  I will fill you in later.

CO_Ktarn:
::Stands up::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the coffins are .....................empty

MO_Revvik:
@*CMO* aye.  ::looks at tricorder and points, then trots off into the cave::

CSO_Grant:
com:jerualpha: did you get my last message?

OPS_Lynam:
%::Thinks, oh sure the senior officers get to use phasers::

CEO_Torbi:
::in TB back to ME::  *CO*  Captain, two shuttles, the Jackson and the Samson, are prepped and ready if needed..  Ensign Madred is enroute to the bridge with an Engineering team to work on your chair..

CMO_Maza:
@*Delphyne* I've found several coffins in one of the caves.  But they are unoccupied.

CO_Ktarn:
::Waits for the other two the leave the rr and follows

CEO_Torbi:
::exits the TB and enters ME...  looks around at everyone::

CMO_Maza:
@::wonders about vampires, but thinks that they are only myth::

CTO_Spenc:
::leaves the RR and heds for tac::

MO_Revvik:
@::arrives at CMO's possition::

CO_Ktarn:
*torbin*very well

EO_Madred:
::slings his kit over his shoulder and heads for the nearest TL:: *Engineering Team Alpha*: Can you spare two men to give me a hand on the bridge?

CO_Ktarn:
::Arrives on the bridge

CNSTelico:
::offers arm to Spencer as they leave::

CSO_Grant:
com:jerubravo: acknowledged , any signature on coffins to identify who left them?

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION:: a sound is heard in the area behind K'emet

CMO_Maza:
@MO: Isn't is strange for these coffins to be here?

CTO_Spenc:
::feels that at least one word to her should have been in order::

EO_Madred:
::moves down a hall towards TL::

CTO_Spenc:
:: she raises her hand to the Lt.'s face and strokes his cheek. She gives him a smile::

OPS_Lynam:
%com:Roger Delphyne, I think you can hold off on the phasers for now.

CO_Ktarn:
grant:report

MO_Revvik:
@CMO: I beleive so

FCO_Kem:
%:: turns phaser drawn :: SOUND:  Advance and identify yourself.

CMO_Maza:
@MO: what's more strange is that I detected life signs coming from this direction!

CNSTelico:
::smiles back::I believe you are off duty soon?

CTO_Spenc:
ALL: Captain on the bridge

CSO_Grant:
::acknowledges presence of CO::

OPS_Lynam:
%::Readies shovel, thinks better and readies phaser::

EO_Madred:
<*Ensign*>: I can give you two of our engineers, they will meet you on the bridge

CTO_Spenc:
::looks at telico and nods yes::

CMO_Maza:
@MO: have any of the other teams found signs of survivors?

EO_Madred:
::enters TL::  TL: Bridge

CNSTelico:
::gives Spencer a wink and sits at his chair::

FCO_Kem:
%OPS: Move around to the right.  I'll wait 30 seconds and move straight up.  Let's go.

MO_Revvik:
@CMO: not that I have heard of

CTO_Spenc:
:;heads for Tac:: TAC: Report!

CO_Ktarn:
::still waiting for grants report::

CSO_Grant:
CO: jerualpha is digging at the south pole to find transmitter, and jerubravo reports finding coffins in a cave south of birdwatching station yankee 6

OPS_Lynam:
%FCO: Aye sir.  ::Moves out::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the sound moves off and seemes to surrond K'met and Lynam

CEO_Torbi:
::goes over to board configured to show ship's status and looks over it smiling::

CMO_Maza:
@*alphateam* status report.  Have you found any signs of survivors?

FCO_Kem:
%OPS: Lynam, move in close.  Go back to back, and don't go down.

OPS_Lynam:
%::Trys tri-corder again::

EO_Madred:
::TL arrives at bridge, Jafo steps out for his first look at bridge::  <whispers> oh my......

CSO_Grant:
CO: we have phasers configured to help burn a hole in ice near south pole if needed

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: from deep within the cave a low rumbling sound is heard moving toward maza and her team

CMO_Maza:
@<alphateam leader> CMO: negative.  The trail leads nowhere.  How about you?

FCO_Kem:
%COM: CSO:  We may be in trouble here.  Keeping COM channel open.

CO_Ktarn:
::nods to grant::

CMO_Maza:
@::they all are at alert at the noise::

CO_Ktarn:
*maza*status

EO_Madred:
::realizes he is just standing there and moves towards the "big" chair::

CMO_Maza:
@*alpha team* yes.  we've found something.  request assistance.

CTO_Spenc:
::stands at her station and feels herself in on the mission::

OPS_Lynam:
%::Moves into position behind FCO::

MO_Revvik:
@::hears the noise and quickly grabs phaser::

CSO_Grant:
COM: jerualha: acknowledged

FCO_Kem:
%:: begins using tricorder in other hand ::

CMO_Maza:
@::pulls out tricorder and scans:: *CO* we are in one of the caves.  I've detected strange signals and also lifesigns

CMO_Maza:
@*CO*please stand by

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the sounds move closer...........

OPS_Lynam:
%Com:Delphyne, do you scan any other large life forms in our area?

CEO_Torbi:
::smiles again...  not a single red blip anywhere..  this is a first::  *CO*  Captain, I am pleased to report we are running green across the board...  all systems 100% or better...

CSO_Grant:
::scans the south pole for life signs::

CMO_Maza:
@::the entire team pulls out their phasers and is at alert::

OPS_Lynam:
%Peers into brush intently::

CO_Ktarn:
spencer:dispatch a security team to maza location

CNSTelico:
::monitoring the situation::

EO_Madred:
Grant: Excuse me sir ... I am supposed to check the data relays in the Captains chair.

CMO_Maza:
@::shines her palm light toward the direction of the rumbling noise::

FCO_Kem:
%:: drops tricorder and pulls out d'k tagh in other hand. :: ANYONE:  Who's there!>?

CO_Ktarn:
*kem'et*:status

CTO_Spenc:
CO: Yes SIR

MO_Revvik:
@::tricorder in one hand, phaser in the other, Revvik trys to locate the source of the noise::

CSO_Grant:
EO_Madrid: go right ahead

FCO_Kem:
%COM:CO:  We've got a problem here sir, standby.

CMO_Maza:
@::scans the area where the noise is coming from::

CO_Ktarn:
::Turns to madred::madred: you mean your not done yet?

CTO_Spenc:
Security team mega :to Maza location

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the noise surrounding K'met and his team grow louder.......the energy levels also rise 

CO_Ktarn:
spencer: and dispatch a team to kem'et location

OPS_Lynam:
%::Thinks, digging ditches wouldn't have been so bad::

CTO_Spenc:
<head mega guy> CTO:Yes sir

EO_Madred:
::kneels down beside the captain's chair and opens his enigineering kit::  CSO: I have two other engineers coming up to help me sir....we may need you to move.

CTO_Spenc:
CO: Yes SIr CAptain

CSO_Grant:
*transporter room*: please establish a transporter lock on jerualpha

CEO_Torbi:
::walks around ME, checking with each Engineer on duty::

EO_Madred:
::stands at attention:: CO: No sir ... not yet

OPS_Lynam:
%FCO: Maybe we better go sir.

FCO_Kem:
%OPS:  Anything happens, you move out, back to the shuttle, try to get reinforcements, come back for me, I'll cover your back.  Get ready.

CTO_Spenc:
Security team mega two: to Kemets location on the double!

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: shadows begin to appear at a distance from maza and her group as whatever was making the noise gets closer

CMO_Maza:
@MO: it appears that this is the same signal I picked up earlier

CSO_Grant:
EO_Madrid: I am not in the chair i am at sci station 1

CTO_Spenc:
::All security teams in transport::

CO_Ktarn:
::wonders what going on on the planet::

FCO_Kem:
%:: tries to focus on any activity ::

CMO_Maza:
@::sees the shadows approaching::

EO_Madred:
::waits for CO to respond:: CO: I am habving to more engineers come up to help out

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: as the shadows move closer they make out the shapes...........

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: they appear to be humanoid

CTO_Spenc:
::security team appears at maza location::

EO_Madred:
<2 Engineers> ::enter off of TL and walk towards Madred::

MO_Revvik:
@::turns around slowly with phaser on hand::

CSO_Grant:
::scans show increasing energy levels around both awayteams::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the group of humanoids suddenly stop and stare at maza and her group

CTO_Spenc:
<SEC  Guy> Maza... are you allright?

CMO_Maza:
@::surprised that the rumbling sound came from the humanoids::

FCO_Kem:
%OPS:  Move out, I'll be right behind you.  Keep going.  COM:  Can you get help down here?

CO_Ktarn:
grant:are your sensors picking up anything

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: a large energy field suddenly surround K'met and Lynam-they cannot move

CTO_Spenc:
<sec guy> Maza: fell me in quickly

CMO_Maza:
@*sec guy* we've located some humanoid survivors in one of the caves

EO_Madred:
::gets too work on the data relays::

CEO_Torbi:
::stops next to an Engineer half asleep at his station::  Sleepie:  ::clears throat::  Ahem!  Just what do you think your doing!

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the humanoids look like they have suffered what appears to be radiation burns.....

CSO_Grant:
CTO: if you send security teams to mazza , I recommend you send them to cave entrance

FCO_Kem:
%COM: DEL:  We're trapped here.  An energy field is surrounding us.  :: picks up tricorder and begins scanning field. :: We cannot move.

CMO_Maza:
@::scans the survivors with her tricorder, suspecting radiation burns::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: communications fail

OPS_Lynam:
%FCO: Looks like we were a little late in leaving sir.

EO_Madred:
::has one engineer scan the data relays while he adjust the controls slightly::

CTO_Spenc:
<security team kemet location> Sees kemet and team trapped in a field.  Tries to blas through with phasers. Yells: Get down!

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the energy field won't allow communications or scans

CMO_Maza:
@::tricorder confirms that they are radiation burns::

CO_Ktarn:
CTO:Beam up maza team ASAP!

MO_Revvik:
@:: pockets the phaser and pulls up tricorder::

OPS_Lynam:
%::Sees security team firing, dives to the ground::

CMO_Maza:
@MO: all of them have severe radiation burns

CEO_Torbi:
<Sleepie>  ::jumps up out of his chair::  CEO:  Umm..  err...  nothing sir!!  just..  ah.....  checking to make sure the chair was working...

EO_Madred:
::notcies a minor fluctuation in one of the isolinear chips::

CMO_Maza:
@MO: help me treat them, while I find out the source

CO_Ktarn:
telico:take over fco please

CTO_Spenc:
Kemets security team> ::nothing happens and tries again::

FCO_Kem:
%:: sets phaser for minimal output in case of reflection... fires ::

EO_Madred:
<engineer 1>: Hand me a isolinear decoupler  ::takes the tool::

CSO_Grant:
::reads scans that an energy field has surrounded jerualpha::

MO_Revvik:
@CMO: aye ::pulls hypospray out of med kit::

CNSTelico oh great, something to do...

CTO_Spenc:
<mazas security team> ::is doing it's best::

EO_Madred:
::makes a minor tweak to the data relays::

CNSTelico:
::moves to the FCO spot::

CO_Ktarn:
_::Waits for cto confirmation of beam up::

OPS_Lynam:
%::Sets phaser for narrow beam and fires into the ground nearby::

MO_Revvik:
@::begins to inject the Humanoind figures::

CTO_Spenc:
::beams the maza away team in along with her security team::

EO_Madred:
::pulls out his own tricorder to make sure the data relays are running properly::

FCO_Kem:
%OPS: Lay down. If they burn though this field, we don't wanna be caught in the blast.

CTO_Spenc:
CO: Beam up accomplished sir

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: phasers, tricorders and coms do not work within the energy field

CSO_Grant:
CO: jerualpha is stuck, transporter room 1 did have a lock on them we could try beaming them out

CO_Ktarn:
_telcio:lay in a couse over head of klem'ets away team

FCO_Kem:
%FCO: Lays down.

CEO_Torbi:
Sleepie:  I see..  I don't know what Lt. Leurr's policy was down here..  and frankly I don't care..  if I catch you sleeping, or anything remotely close to it, I will place a reprimand in your permanent file..  is that understood?!

CMO_Maza:
::notices that they are in the Delphyne again::

OPS_Lynam:
%FCO: Maybe we can go under this thing sir.

EO_Madred:
::stands:: CO: Sir, the data relays should be working fine now.

CO_Ktarn:
_grant:report to the shuttle bay take ensign nash and lt torbin down to the surface you are to resuce kem'et team

CNSTelico:
CO: No problem, Sir.

MO_Revvik:
::looks around only to see he is inside a transporter room::

FCO_Kem:
%OPS: :: Laughs :: Well then start digging :: aims phaser at the ground and fires ::

CEO_Torbi:
<Sleepie>  CEO:  Yes sir!  Understood sir!!

CTO_Spenc:
Kemets security team> ::burns through field:: Come on Lets go!

CNSTelico:
::moves the ship as ordered::

CEO_Torbi:
::nods and then continues on his rounds of ME::

CSO_Grant:
CO: understood

CMO_Maza:
sickbay: we have 8 survivors in the transporter room.  We're on our way.

EO_Madred:
::moves towards TL and motions for the two engineers to join him::

CTO_Spenc:
<kemets sec team> Lets go lets go!!

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: as security burns a hole in the energy field the signal emitting from underground falters then......................

CSO_Grant:
TAC_nash : please report to shuttle bay

CNSTelico this thing is sluggish!

CO_Ktarn:
_*torbin*:Report to the shuttle bay for an away team mission.  lt grant will brief you

EO_Madred:
*CEO*: Sir, the Captains chair is working fine now.  It was just a minor fluctuation in one isolinear chip

OPS_Lynam:
%::Scrambles to feet and hauls a**

CEO_Torbi:
*CO*  Aye sir..  on my way

CMO_Maza:
::directs the alpha team and MO to help the survivors to sickbay::

FCO_Kem:
%<sec team>:  When we get back to the shuttle I want a scan ::

CO_Ktarn:
_*maza*report to the bridge

Tac_Nash:
cso:aye sir

CSO_Grant:
CEO: please report to shuttle bay , and bring a beta generator with you pleas

EO_Madred:
::dismisses the 2 engineers who enter the TL::

CMO_Maza:
*CO* acknowledged

Nicke_AGM:
........................the energy grows in intensity.......

CTO_Spenc:
CO: Kemet is out of the field

CEO_Torbi:
ME:  Ensign Jackson, your in charge until Ensign Madred returns..  ::departs ME for SB 1::

CSO_Grant:
::exits bridge via tl::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the humanoids in the cave suddenly grab their ears and fall to their knees

CO_Ktarn:
_cto:try and beam him up

CMO_Maza:
::enters TL and heads for the bridge::

CSO_Grant:
::stops off to get winter jacket::

CTO_Spenc:
CO: Yes sir

CEO_Torbi:
::stops long enough to grab a beta generator, then continues on to SB 1::

MO_Revvik:
scurityteam: help me with them

OPS_Lynam:
%FCO: I REALLY think we better go sir

CTO_Spenc:
::Tries to lock on lemets team::

FCO_Kem:
%ALL:  Move out, I think this thing is going explosive :: starts to run, making sure all team members are in front ::

CTO_Spenc:
::having trouble but gets them::

EO_Madred:
::enters TL, with one long last look at the Bridge, the TL doors close::  TL: Main engineering

CSO_Grant:
*nash* : don't forget winter jacket

Tac_Nash:
::goes to the shutle bay as orderd::

CTO_Spenc:
::beams the to the Delphyne::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the energy readings begin to pulsate

EO_Madred:
*CEO*: The captains chair is operating at optimum now sir .  On my way back to ME

CMO_Maza:
::TL stops. steps onto the bridge::

CEO_Torbi:
::arrives at SB 1, with beta generator, and looks for Grant::

CTO_Spenc:
CO: They are aboard sir!

OPS_Lynam:
%Runs toward shuttle.

CSO_Grant:
* CEO*: it is cold there bring winter jacket

CO_Ktarn:
*grant*have ur team report back to there stations

CMO_Maza:
CO: you requested my presence, sir?

FCO_Kem:
%*Computer*:  Begin shuttle power up sequence.  Emergency protocals!

CNSTelico:
::holding the ship in position::

CTO_Spenc:
::august feels that she is not at her best::

Tac_Nash:
*ceo* y did you want me to go the the shutle bay

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the energy readings grow very loud as if trying to lock onto the humanoids

CSO_Grant:
::arrives at shuttle bay with concentrator poles in hand::

MO_Revvik:
::looks up as medical staff bring in Biobeds and medkits

FCO_Kem:
%COM: K'tarn:  We're moving out.

OPS_Lynam:
%FCO: We better beam out sir, it could be nuclear!

CSO_Grant:
::also reflectors::

EO_Madred:
::TL arrives at ME, Jafo steps out onto the deck::

CEO_Torbi:
::grabs a winter jacket out of a locker in the shuttle bay::

CMO_Maza:
::in the bridge::

CSO_Grant:
*co*: we are in shuttle bay

MO_Revvik:
::walks around and addministers hyposprays to the survivors::

Tac_Nash:
::grabs a winter jacket out of locker in shuttle bay

CO_Ktarn:
*grant*i order you and ur team to report back to there stations

FCO_Kem:
%COM:DEL:  Is beam out a possibility? :: almost to shuttle ::

EO_Madred:
::walks up to Ensign Jackson:: Jackson: Where is the CEO?

CMO_Maza:
CO: sir, you requested my presence on the bridge?

CSO_Grant:
*CO* : do you want us to return to bridge sir?

CTO_Spenc:
::loses the lock on the away team and tries again:: this time success!

CO_Ktarn:
telico:send the retrival beacon for the ohio

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the away team arrives safely on the ship

CTO_Spenc:
CO: Sir I thoink we have them now!

CTO_Spenc:
*kemet*

EO_Madred:
<Jackson> EO: The CEO had to report to the surface.  He left you in charge here.

MO_Revvik:
medteam: ready?

MO_Revvik:
<medteam> MO: we are ready.

CSO_Grant:
Tac_nash and CEO: we need to get new instructionos from CO

CO_Ktarn:
*kem'et report to the bridge

CNSTelico:
CO: sending now, sir.

CO_Ktarn:
::Walks up to telcio and whispers::telcio:set a course for where ever we have to go for are next mission

CSO_Grant:
*CO*: do you want us to return to bridge?

CNSTelico:
::pushes the appropriate buttons::

CEO_Torbi:
::looking at Grant::

CMO_Maza:
CO: we've located 8 survivors.  They are in sickbay now being treated for radiation poisoning

EO_Madred:
Jackson: Understood.  ::takes a stroll around ME, examing the warp core in particular::

FCO_Kem:
*CO* Aye sir, but permission to beam directly to the shuttle to bring it back aboard sir.

MO_Revvik:
::the medteam and the survivors leave the TR and head for Sickbay::

CO_Ktarn:
*kem*not need mr kem;et lt telcio is all ready retriving it

CNSTelico:
CO: I'd be happy to, but I don't know where we are going yet.

OPS_Lynam:
::Runs off transporter pad and nearly collides with console::

CSO_Grant:
CEO: our flight is scrubbed return to your station

CO_Ktarn:
::looks at telico blanking and whisper::i thought buck told you where to go

FCO_Kem:
*CO* Aye sir :: feeling like he failed, heading to the bridge ::

CSO_Grant:
Tac_nash: our flight is scrubbed return to your station on bridge

CEO_Torbi:
::nods and turns around, enroute back to ME::

OPS_Lynam:
::Looks around::

EO_Madred:
::walks into warp control room, notes that the "christmas tree" shows nothing but green::

Tac_Nash:
cso:aye sir

CSO_Grant:
*CO*: we are returning our equipment and returning to our stations

CO_Ktarn:
maza: do you know where they where from?

MO_Revvik:
::medteam and survivors enter the TL:: sick bay

CNSTelico:
CO: nope, not yet.  But I expect the transmission any minute.

CTO_Spenc:
::at her station runnning security briefs for new crew::

OPS_Lynam:
No one: Oh, o.k. :: straightens uniform and walks calmly toward bridge::

MO_Revvik:
*CMO* your assistance is required in sickbay

CSO_Grant:
::returns concentrator poles and reflectors::

CMO_Maza:
CO: no sir.  I detected a trail leading to the cave.

CSO_Grant:
::drops off winter jacket::

Tac_Nash:
::goes back to tactical on the bridge

CEO_Torbi:
::enters ME::

FCO_Kem:
:: exits TL onto bridge ::

CTO_Spenc:
::nods at Nash::

CSO_Grant:
::takes TL to bridge::

CMO_Maza:
CO: I'll keep you posted when I find out.  Excuse me, I'm needed in sickbay

Nicke_AGM:
<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>END MISSION<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><
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